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ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.544
Indian Rupees 4.770
Pakistani Rupees 2.977
Srilankan Rupees 2.259
Nepali Rupees 3.011
Singapore Dollar 228.160
Hongkong Dollar 39.052
Bangladesh Taka 3.888
Philippine Peso 6.848
Thai Baht 9.341

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 80.739
Qatari Riyal 83.180
Omani Riyal 786.610
Bahraini Dinar 80.417
UAE Dirham 82.443

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 40.650
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 39.591
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.413
Tunisian Dinar 156.410
Jordanian Dinar 427.230
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.031
Syrian Lira 2.158
Morocco Dirham 30.883

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 302.650
Euro 331.860
Sterling Pound 462.150
Canadian dollar 249.710
Turkish lira 111.130
Swiss Franc 319.250
Australian Dollar 237.730
US Dollar Buying 301.450

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe
Belgian Franc 0.007898 0.008898
British Pound 0.452542 0.461542
Czech Korune 0.003984 0.015984
Danish Krone 0.040038 0.045038
Euro 0.322966 0.330966
Norwegian Krone 0.034886 0.040086
Romanian Leu 0.086846 0.086846
Slovakia 0.009023 0.019023
Swedish Krona 0.031037 0.036037
Swiss Franc 0.310283 0.320483
Turkish Lira 0.113673 0.120673

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.228324 0.239824
New Zealand Dollar 0.224132 0.233632

America
Canadian Dollar 0.243396 0.251896
US Dollars 0.298650 0.303350
US Dollars Mint 0.299150 0.303350

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003547 0.004147
Chinese Yuan 0.047415 0.050915
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036949 0.039699
Indian Rupee 0.004639 0.005040
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000019 0.000025
Japanese Yen 0.002464 0.002644
Kenyan Shilling 0.003349 0.003349
Korean Won 0.000272 0.000287
Malaysian Ringgit 0.081325 0.087325
Nepalese Rupee 0.003036 0.003206
Pakistan Rupee 0.002821 0.003101
Philippine Peso 0.006732 0.007012
Sierra Leone 0.000067 0.000073
Singapore Dollar 0.223986 0.229986
South African Rand 0.018963 0.027463
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001878 0.002458
Taiwan 0.009628 0.009808
Thai Baht 0.008964 0.0009514

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.796587 0.804587
Egyptian Pound 0.038276 0.041376
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000192 0.000252
Jordanian Dinar 0.423005 0.430505
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000152 0.000252
Moroccan Dirhams 0.021749 0.045749
Nigerian Naira 0.001249 0.001884
Omani Riyal 0.780351 0.786031
Qatar Riyal 0.082447 0.083660
Saudi Riyal 0.080097 0.080797
Syrian Pound 0.001283 0.001503
Tunisian Dinar 0.152318 0.160318
Turkish Lira 0.113673 0.120673
UAE Dirhams 0.081446 0.082595
Yemeni Riyal 0.001368 0.001448
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CURRENCIES TELEX TRANSFER PER 1000
Australian Dollar 237.10
Canadian Dollar 250.71
Swiss Franc 321.80
Euro 328.14
US Dollar 303.00
Sterling Pound 455.35
Japanese Yen 2.57
Bangladesh Taka 3.890
Indian Rupee 4.816
Sri Lankan Rupee 2.265
Nepali Rupee 3.012
Pakistani Rupee 2.983
UAE Dirhams 82.37
Bahraini Dinar 804.24
Egyptian Pound 39.60
Jordanian Dinar 430.52
Omani Riyal 785.82
Qatari Riyal 83.44
Saudi Riyal 80.72

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 302.700
Canadian Dollar 249.437
Sterling Pound 459.617
Euro 329.308
Swiss Frank 312.600
Bahrain Dinar 801.850
UAE Dirhams 82.718
Qatari Riyals 83.964

Saudi Riyals 81.524
Jordanian Dinar 427.257
Egyptian Pound 39.596
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.262
Indian Rupees 4.755
Pakistani Rupees 2.979
Bangladesh Taka 3.886
Philippines Pesso 6.838
Cyprus pound 743.019
Japanese Yen 3.524
Syrian Pound 2.600
Nepalese Rupees 3.973
Malaysian Ringgit 84.142
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 49.190
Thai Bhat 10.262
Turkish Lira 113.266
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Mobily eyes possibility 
of telecom towers sale 

DUBAI: Saudi Arabian telecommunications operator
Etihad Etisalat (Mobily) said yesterday it was studying
the possibility of selling its telecommunications tow-
ers but hasn’t reached any agreement yet. The Wall
Street Journal reported on Tuesday, citing unnamed
sources, that Mobily planned to sell its telecommuni-
cations towers portfolio for up to $2 billion. Earlier
yesterday, the Capital Market Authority said it had sus-
pended trade in Mobily shares for two hours to give
the company time to clarify information related to one
of its businesses. The Capital Market Authority did not
provide any more information in its statement. Mobily
has not yet started trading for the day.

Abu Dhabi April inflation 
stays high at about 5.3% 

ABU DHABI: The Abu Dhabi Statistics Centre released
the following April consumer price data for the Gulf
Arab emirate, showing year-on-year inflation flat from
its March level, which was the highest since at least
January 2009.  The centre did not release a specific
year-on-year inflation figure for April, or inflation data
for individual items in the consumer basket during
that month. However, the 0.2 percent month-on-
month inflation rate implies that the year-on-year rate
was roughly 5.3 percent in April, according to Reuters
calculations. 

Qatar April inflation 
falls to 0.9 pct y/y

DOAH: Qatar’s Statistics Authority released the
following April consumer price data yesterday.
The authority changed the base year for the
index to 2013 from 2007 with effect from
January 2015, but did not provide year-earlier
comparisons for the new index until March.
Weightings for consumption categories
changed in the new index. Most dramatically,
the weighting of housing and utility costs
dropped to 22 percent from 32 percent. Because
housing rents in Qatar have been rising sharply,
this had the effect of lowering the overall infla-
tion rate. In April, housing and utility costs rose
3.0 percent from a year earlier while food and
beverage costs gained 0.3 percent year-on-year. 

Egypt’s GDP expected 
at 3% in H1 of fiscal year 

CAIRO: Egypt’s planning minister said yesterday
the country’s  average economic growth was
expected to be 3 percent in the second half of
the 2014/2015 fiscal year, compared with 5.6 per-
cent in the first half of the year. Ashraf Al-Arabi
told reporters at a news conference that average
economic growth for the current fiscal year
would be 4 percent, or slightly above 4 percent. 

GOLD
20 gram 243.470
10 gram 124.430
5  gram 62.900

KUWAIT: International oil prices rallied in April by more
than 20 percent as data out of the US pointed to a slow-
down in US crude oil production growth. By the end of
the April, Dated Brent, the international benchmark,
closed at $64.9/bbl, a gain of almost $11/bbl or 20 per-
cent on the month.  Similarly, West Texas Intermediate
(WTI), the US crude marker, increased by 25 percent in
April to close at $59.6/bbl. Meanwhile, Kuwait Export
crude (KEC) closed the month at around $60/bbl. April’s
prices were the highest so far this year.

A combination of factors helped boost oil prices. Chief
among those were preliminary indications that the
relentless rise in US crude production was beginning to
finally slow: the weekly buildup in US commercial crude
inventories in the week-ending 24 April had slowed to
0.4 percent, or 1.9 million barrels-a significant drop com-
pared to the 1.1 percent increase of 5.3 million barrels of
a week earlier.  And, the number of active US oil rigs con-
tinued to fall, declining by almost 58 percent by 1 May.
The prevailing environment of low oil prices has forced
many US energy companies to scale back their spending
plans on new oil and gas well development. 

Moreover, April’s rally was also helped by geopolitical
concerns stemming from the Saudi-led intervention in
Yemen, which markets factored could have threatened
crude oil supplies travelling through the Bab El-Mandeb
Strait, one of the most important shipping corridors in
the world. The recent weakness in the US dollar was also
a factor helping to prop up prices.

Earlier in April, hedge funds and speculators were
seen placing large bets on a sustained rally in oil prices,
accumulating record numbers of futures contracts. Many
traders were of the opinion that oil prices had bottomed.
Brent crude futures for delivery in December 2015
through to December 2017 were ranging between $69-
73/bbl at the end of April. 

Colder temperatures in OECD countries and an
improving global economic backdrop have positively
affected oil demand growth  Citing the effect of colder
temperatures in the first quarter of the year and the slow-
ly improving global economic backdrop, the
International Energy Agency (IEA) expects world oil
demand growth to come in at 1.1 mb/d in 2015, an
increase of 90,000 b/d over its previous forecast, in
March. This would bring average total world demand this
year to 93.6 mb/d.  Since 2Q14, when global oil demand
growth dropped to a five year low of 270,000 b/d year-
on-year, demand has steadily risen every quarter to reach
a peak of 1.1 mb/d in 1Q15. 

Saudi Arabia boosted production in March in
response to firmer demand; OPEC output reached a 13-
month high of 31.5 mb/d

OPEC supply surged by a sizeable 1.2 mb/d in March
toa 13-month high of 31.5 mb/d according to OPEC data.
This was led primarily by Saudi Arabia whose production
increase of 650,000 b/d (to 10.3 mb/d) was the kingdom’s
largest monthly gain since November 2011 and Iraq,
which took advantage of better weather conditions in
the south to boost output by 556,000 b/d to 3.3 mb/d.
Libya also enjoyed a rebound in production after four
consecutive months of declines, increasing by 184,000
b/d to 520,000 b/d. 

Kuwait steady
Kuwait, meanwhile, held steady at 2.85 mb/d for the

third month in a row.
Saudi Arabia’s production increase comes in response

to better than expected demand from its Asian cus-
tomers and ahead of the summer season when energy
demand tends to peak. Domestic refinery runs are also

expected to have increased with the ramping up of the
400,000 b/d Yasref refinery in March. Saudi’s output gains
have also come in spite of the prevailing softness in oil
prices, with the kingdom seemingly steadfast in sticking
to its strategy of preserving market share and shifting the
onus of any production cuts to non-OPEC producers. The
kingdom’s oil minister, Ali Al-Naimi, expects production
to continue at around 10 mb/d and oil prices to “improve
in the near future”. Indeed, in early April, Saudi Arabia
raised the price it sells its crude to its Asian customers for
the second month in a row.

Iran’s potential return to the oil markets later this
year raises questions about OPEC’s likely response

OPEC’s output in March was above the group’s official
ceiling of 30 mb/d for the eleventh consecutive month
according to the IEA. And a key question arises over
OPEC’s management of Iran’s potential return to the oil
markets, in light of Iran’s signing of the preliminary
nuclear agreement with the P5+1 (the US, UK, France,
China, Russia plus Germany) on 2 April. Iran is currently
producing around 3.0 mb/d and could theoretically push
that to 3.6 mb/d within months of the lifting of the
embargo on the country’s oil exports, according to the
IEA. Expanding production capacity beyond that to 4.0
mb/d and higher will likely require considerable invest-
ment and development in the country’s oil fields and
infrastructure. The participation of international oil com-
panies with their technological expertise is thought to be
crucial. 

Moreover, pending a more conclusive and detailed
agreement in June, there is little idea of when and at
what pace sanctions will be lifted. The prospect of addi-
tional volumes of Iranian crude hitting already oversup-
plied markets is bound to pressure international oil prices
downwards. So OPEC’s response will be crucial. Iran’s oil
minister, Bijan Zanganeh, has already called for the group
to cut output by 5 percent in order to accommodate
extra Iranian crude. In view of the cartel’s current focus on
preserving market share, however, it is not certain that
OPEC members and especially Saudi Arabia would be
amenable. It is also not beyond the realm of possibility
that OPEC could opt to accept extra Iranian crude or even
raise the official production ceiling above the current lev-
el as it did in December 2011 when it took on returning
Libyan and Iraqi crude supplies. Non-OPEC production
rose further in March led by gains in US output, but the
pace is expected to slow in 2015.

Non-OPEC production
Non-OPEC production, meanwhile, continued to

increase in March. Output rose by 100,000 b/d to 57.7
mb/d, according to the IEA. This brought the 1Q15 aver-
age to 57.5 mb/d, a year-on-year increase of 1.7 mb/d.
Once again, the US was the primary driver, with produc-
tion gaining 1.1 mb/d y/y (or 13.2 percent) to 9.32 mb/d
in March, according to the US Energy Information
Administration (EIA).  Approximately 60 percent of this is
crude from shale/tight oil formations. The IEA’s outlook
for US crude oil production growth, while still over-
whelmingly positive at 550,000 b/d, has moderated
somewhat in view of the decline in rig counts and reduc-
tions in capital expenditure announced by US energy
companies in the last few months.

Slowing non-OPEC output growth, coupled with ris-
ing demand in 2015 have consequently raised the ‘call on
OPEC crude and stock change’ during the second half of
2015 to 30.35 mb/d. This is above the group’s official pro-
duction ceiling. For 2015 as a whole, however, the ‘call’
remains at 29.5 mb/d. 

DUBAI: Dubai’s Emirates airline could expand its route net-
work by using European hubs to fly into North and South
American cities, its president said, a move that could anger US
carriers which accuse it of competing unfairly through state
subsidies.

Emirates is considering plans to open new routes to US
cities from Dubai, as well as flying new routes from European
airports under “fifth freedom” rights linked to Open Skies
agreements with US authorities, Tim Clark told The National
newspaper.

Fifth freedom rights allow an airline to fly between foreign
countries as a part of services to and from its home country.

Emirates already does this with a Milan-to-New York flight that
it launched in October 2013.

“Expand further from European hubs into the US? Yes we
might do that,” Clark said. “The kind of abuse we’ve been get-
ting might cause us to do it.” “And after Milan, we can see how
profitable it is. If the Danes or the Swedes were to come to us
and say ‘we haven’t got enough flights into the US, would you
consider it?,’ yes we might do that.”

An Emirates spokeswoman confirmed that Clark was quot-
ed correctly by The National, an English-language newspaper
in the United Arab Emirates.

Clark also said “an awful lot” of people in Europe wanted to

fly to the other hemisphere, not just to the United States but
also to Mexico, South America, the Caribbean and elsewhere.
“We might say to (Delta Air Lines chief executive) Richard
Anderson that we’re just going to do what the US  govern-
ment wanted back in 1999, to go trans-Atlantic and trans-
Pacific with fifth freedom open skies,” said Clark.

Delta and other US airlines have charged three fast-grow-
ing Gulf carriers-Emirates, Abu Dhabi’s Etihad Airways and
Qatar Airways - of receiving more than $40 billion in unfair
subsidies, and the US airlines’ unions have urged their govern-
ment to halt the Open Skies agreement. The Gulf carriers have
dismissed the charges as false. — Reuters

Gulf Extrusions sees
demand for aluminium

products rising
DUBAI: The United Arab Emirates’s Gulf Extrusions, one of
the largest aluminium product makers in the Gulf, said yes-
terday it would set up a commercial office in Egypt before
the end of the year to take advantage of a growing market
boosted by housing sector demand.

The firm, part of the Al-Ghurair Group, said it could see
the market for extruded aluminium products in Egypt ris-
ing from 85,000 tons a year to around 300,000 tons in com-
ing years, largely because of the need to build one million
housing units a year there until 2020.

“There will be a big leap and it will drive the demand for
extruded aluminium products in the region as well,” gener-
al manager Modar Al-Mekdad told Reuters on the sidelines
of the CRU Aluminium Conference in Dubai.

“We already sell our products there through our local
customers but we want to have a legal set-up so that we
have direct contact with the Egyptian market,” Mekdad
said.

Gulf Extrusions has output of 50,000 tons a year
through its Dubai plant and another plant is being built in
Abu Dhabi, close to the Emirates Aluminium smelter. The
new plant is to be operational in the last quarter of 2015,
taking production up to 75,000 tons a year and 100,000
tons by the end of 2016. — Reuters 

Emirates could use European 
hubs to expand in Americas

Oil rallies in April as US
production slows down
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